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ABSTRACT
Financial analysis helps companies identify their financial strengths and evaluate their
performance, which benefits decision-making within the organization. This document analyzes
the financial situation and identifies the probability of failure of the wholesale and retail trade
companies in the province of Azuay, Ecuador based on the Altman Z-Score method. For this
purpose, a database has been built by taking the financial information published in the
Superintendency of Companies, Securities, and Insurance of Ecuador. The results show a
liquidity index of 1.80, which means that the companies have enough assets to meet their shortterm obligations. The solvency ratio, 66.5%, indicates that companies are financially dependent
on third parties. In the management indicator, a value of 1.99 was obtained, which indicates that
companies use their assets efficiently; and, finally, the profitability indicator of 5% refers to the
profits obtained after good financial management. By applying the Altman Z-Score, it was found
that the companies that are in the so-called safe zone, with a score higher than 2.90, are those
dedicated to fuel distribution (5.86), the machinery sector (3,98), food sector (3.90), hospital
devices (3.12) and construction sector (2.93). In the meantime, the sectors that are in the
ignorance zone, due to their low liquidity and indebtedness indexes, are: the agricultural sector
(2.4), the clothing sector (2.44) and the household appliances sector (1.98); these sectors should
improve their financial soundness. According to the present analysis, now there are 8% of
companies that are in the gray zone, that is, with a score lower than 1.30, which indicates that
these companies have financial problems with a possibility of future bankruptcy. Finally, the
average Altman Z score is 3.28, this result reflects that none of the wholesale and retail
companies are in a possible bankruptcy because they have sufficient liquidity to meet their
obligations in the short term (2.31). Companies use their assets efficiently to achieve projected
sales (1.99); they also meet their long-term debts (66.5%) and maintain a moderate profitability
(5%).
Keywords: Altman, Management, liquidity, Forecast, Profitability, Solvency, Z-Score.
INTRODUCTION
All commercial activity is aimed to obtain a profit or earning (Ron Amores & Sacoto
Castillo, 2017). Regardless of the size or economic activity, companies face several challenges
when trying to stay in the market. Currently, companies play an important role within the
economic variables of a country, since they generate employment and satisfy the physiological,
psychological, and social self-realization needs (Ramírez Molina & Ampudia Sjogreen, 2018).
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Small and medium-sized enterprises represent the main source of employment in most countries.
They have an important contribution to economic development, productivity, competitiveness,
and innovation in Latin American and Caribbean countries (Pedraza Melo et al., 2015).
According to Godás (2007), the wholesale trade is distinguished by buying finished
merchandise either from manufacturers, other wholesalers, distributors, or retailers, and
distributing them to other wholesalers except for final consumers. Pereyra Reyna (2016) defines
retail trade as the commercial organization or independent person that offers goods or services to
the final consumer. This type of trade is considered the last link in the distribution channel; that
is, it has direct contact with the market.
According to data from the World Trade Organization (WTO) (2019) in 2018, the
amount of commercial activity was 3.0% in relation to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). It
mentions that technology and trade are the two main forces that are driving this global economic
transformation. It also points out that wholesalers and retailers play a fundamental role in the
international market, since they connect producers and consumers from all over the world and,
therefore, they guarantee consumer access to various products with competitive prices.
Peña Montenegro (2013) indicates that in Ecuadorian enterprises, especially small and
medium-sized companies (SMEs), have enormous potential to generate production, employment,
and income, since they generate almost 100% of the services that an Ecuadorian use in one day.
They form 90% of the productive units, have 60% of employed personnel, and maintain 50% of
the production. According to the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INEC, for its
acronym in Spanish) (2019), by March 2019, trade was the branch of activity that generated the
highest participation of suitable employees in the country, with 16.4%.
Due to these economic figures and their importance for the country, it is necessary to
constantly carry out financial analysis to monitor the stability of companies. López Solís et al.
(2018) emphasize that financial analysis is used to evaluate the financial and operational
performance of the company, by means of several processes such as the compilation,
representation, comparison, and analysis of each of the financial and operational documents of a
business.
An adequate financial diagnosis allows to indicate the level of liquidity, profitability, and
leverage of organizations, through the application of strategies and processes during business
activity, thus assessing the performance of a business (Cardona Olaya et al., 2015). It also allows
obtaining information to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a business entity compared to
companies in the same sector; thus, concluding with a more reliable decision-making (Ochoa
González et al., 2018).
Villa Maura et al. (2018) ensures that currently, in the business environment, the
calculation of the profitability of a company is one of the fundamental points in the analysis of
its annual accounts and it offers financial information of vital importance for external agents,
shareholders and managers to make the best decisions. Chávez et al. (2017) highlights that the
most used tools for a financial diagnosis are financial ratios, due to their ability to forecast the
future based on historical accounting data. Profitability ratios, as well as liquidity ratios, provide
the greatest amount of information on the future strength of the entity. Likewise, they are the
main indicators for a diagnosis of the economic and financial environment and contribute to
determine its viability. The liquidity index assesses the proportion of assets and investments that
can be made effective or liquid in short term (Caro et al., 2018). On the other hand, the solvency
index makes it possible to measure how financed the assets are by the total debt. In other words,
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it allows identifying all the debts that the entity has invested in each item of its total assets
(Lizarzaburu, 2014).
Ollague et al. (2017) points out that management indicators are considered as predictors
of solvency to reduce the risk of business failure, therefore monitoring them is of great
importance. Furthermore, with this indicator it is possible to contribute to generating value for
the company. According to Girón et al. (2017), half of business failures in Ecuador are due to
economic-financial mismanagement. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze and evaluate a
company to avoid bankruptcy. Bankruptcy is understood to be the legal situation where a person
or an institution cannot comply with the obligations it maintains with third parties because these
exceed the economic resources that the entity possesses (Moreno & Bravo, 2018).
The objective of this research is to analyze and forecast business failure of Ecuadorian
wholesale and retail companies in the province of Azuay by applying the Altman Z-Score model.
This method gathers several indicators that identify the financial strengths of companies to
define whether they are on the verge of business failure or bankruptcy. This bankruptcy
prediction model can diagnose the financial situation of companies from their financial
statements (Malavé et al., 2017).
METHODOLOGY
For the financial study, the wholesale and retail trade companies of the province of
Azuay with legal status of Public or Limited Companies were taken as reference. The population
obtained was 664 legally constituted companies. The values examined were taken from the
financial information for 2018 that companies report to the Superintendency of Companies,
Securities, and Insurance of Ecuador (2018). The sample formula was used with a confidence
level of 92% and with a margin of error of 8%, resulting in a sample value equal to 102
companies to analyze. To achieve this objective, the wholesale and retail trade sector is divided
into 8 sub-activities: agriculture, food, fuel, construction, hospital devices, electrical appliances,
machinery, and clothing.
The indicators considered for the analysis of the financial statements were liquidity,
solvency, management, and profitability indicators. These ratios were used to analyze current
liquidity, acid test, asset indebtedness, sales turnover, profit margin and net asset profitability.
For the business failure forecast, the Altman Z-Score scoring formula was used. This
formula is used to predict the probability of bankruptcy of a company, based on the values of the
Statement of Financial Position and the Statement of Comprehensive Income of the wholesale
and retail trade companies in the province of Azuay. The Altman Z-score formula used is
described in Table 1.
Table 1
ALTMAN “Z” SCORING MODEL
Z = 1.2(X1) + 1.4(X2) + 3.3(X3) + .6(X4) + 1(X5)
Where:
X1 = Working Capital / Total Assets
X2 = Retained Earnings / Total Assets
X3 = Earnings before Interest and Tax / Total Assets
X4 = Market Values of Equity/Total Liabilities
X5 = Sales/ Total Assets
Z = General index
Source: Taken from Hernandez (2014)
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Lizarzaburu (2014) refers that each indicator’s result (X1, X2, X3, X4 y X5) is aimed to
find the Z value (general index). These values are in the following ranges, as indicated in Table
2.
Table 2
ALTMAN NON-MANUFACTURING COMPANIES “Z” SCORE LIMITS
Distress zone
< 1,23
Grey zone
Between 1,23 y 2,90
Safe zone
>2,90
Source: Done by the authors based on Lizarzaburu(2014).

Altman considers five financial indicators in his formula. According to the result of the
sum of these five indicators, it can be determined that an Altman Z index below 1.23 (distress
zone) reflects a vulnerable situation for the company and the existence of a possible bankruptcy.
On the other hand, if the value of Z is between the range of 1.23 to 2.90 (gray zone), it is defined
within the ignorance zone. In this case, it is suggested to look at the limits to issue a criterion
regarding the greater or lesser risk. Finally, a higher score of 2.90 (safe zone) suggests that the
company has a comfortable financial position and that there are no reasons to assume a
bankruptcy. The company will most likely continue in the market due to its great financial
performance.
RESULTS
The results consist of two parts which are organized as follows: in the first part, a
financial analysis of the national wholesale and retail trade companies in the province of Azuay
was carried out based on the Statement of Financial Position and the Statement of
Comprehensive Income; and, in a second part, the financial forecast was carried out under the
Altman Z-Score Model.
Financial Analysis
Figure 1 reflects the highest values of each subactivity. In the case of the first group,
Assets, which refers to the goods and rights that the company owns, the Clothing subactivity is
the most representative with regard to the other companies due to the value of the inventories
available for sale. Within the clothing subactivity group, there are companies that are dedicated
to the trade of fabrics, jeans, shoe distribution, etc. On the other hand, there are the fuel
distribution companies, whose Assets Values are the lowest: $1´020.273,84. These companies
are dedicated to the distribution of fuel, diesel, and oils.
On the other hand, Liabilities refer to the obligations that the entity maintains with third
parties. In other words, they constitute external financing and that, in the future, whether in the
short, medium, or long term, must be restored to creditors. In this section, the most representative
companies are those of Food sub activity, with $2´387.710,46. This group of companies,
includes those dedicated to the trade of basic necessities and machinery companies, such as:
tractors, dump trucks, construction machinery, etc.
Finally, regarding equity or stockholder’s equity, these are all the contributions made by
the partners of the company and the profits generated during the fiscal year. Equity constitutes
the difference between Assets and Total Liabilities (Ollangue Valarezo et al., 2017). According
to Figure 1, the company with the lowest value belongs to those dedicated to the purchase and
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ASSETS

8,26,096.13
9,24,734.70
15,11,381.51
21,62,728.86

11,89,370.52
14,22,793.60
20,45,560.56
23,87,710.46

$45,00,000.00
$40,00,000.00
$35,00,000.00
$30,00,000.00
$25,00,000.00
$20,00,000.00
$15,00,000.00
$10,00,000.00
$5,00,000.00
$-

21,14,105.22
21,91,065.40
31,14,303.10
42,08,289.42

sale of Fuel $ 202.442,62. On the other hand, are the Clothing companies that lead the Heritage
group with a value of $ 2.162.728,86, due to the amount of retained earnings: $ 1´146.305,37.

LIABILITIES

EQUITY

Construction

Farming

Food

Clothing

Construction

Agricultural

Clothing

Food

Food

Construction

Machinery

Clothing

Source: Done by the authors based on Superintendent of Companies (2018).

FIGURE 1
VALUES AVERAGE OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 2018

Indicators

Table 3
FINANCIAL RATIOS AVERAGE 2018
Financial Ratios
Formula

Result

Current Assets

Current Liquidity

2,31

Current Liabilities

Liquidity

Current Assets − Inventory
Acid Test

Solvency

Assets indebtedness

Management

Sales Turnover

1,29

PCurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

66,5%

Total Assets
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

1,99

Total Assets
Net Profit

Profit margin

4%

Sales

Profitability

Net Profit
Assets Net Profitability

Sales

∗

Sales
5%

Total Assets

Source: Done by the authors based on information of Superintendent of Companies (2018)
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1.91
1.62
1.29
1.42
1.30

2.75

4%
3%
4%
4%
8%
6%
5%
5%

0.69
0.70
0.73
0.75
0.59
0.76
0.46
0.67

1.32

1.62

2.02
1.20
1.63
1.47
1.20

1.23

3.16

5.13

With the results shown in Table 3, it can be stated that the most significant ratio
corresponds to the Current Liquidity (2.31), which suggests that commercial companies can meet
all their obligations, on the assumption that they are asked for immediate payment. This indicator
helps determine the real situation of any entity or organization in relation to short-term solvency
(Molina et al., 2018). In other words, companies have $2.31 to comply with their debt in short
term. The Acid Test corroborates this statement by presenting a value of 1.29. These data make it
possible to affirm that the wholesale and retail companies have not had insolvency problems;
because for every dollar that is owed in the short term, they have 0.29 cents to make their
payments in a term of less than one year and without depending on the sale of their inventories.
Regarding the indicator of Asset Indebtedness, it was determined that wholesale and
retail trade companies are not in a comfortable situation since creditors have rights to 66.5% of
Assets while the shareholders or owners of the company own only 33.5%. According to Herrera
el al. (2017), this situation is not optimal because the indebtedness of an organization indicates
the cost of third-party money, which is used to generate profits. In other words, this ratio
indicates the degree and form of financial participation within the company by creditors.
Therefore, it could be said that working with someone else’s money is satisfactory if the profits
generated are higher than the interest that must be paid for that loan.
To measure the efficiency of companies in terms of the use of resources, the Sales
Turnover indicator was analyzed and an average value of 1.99 was obtained. This represents that
these companies do not maintain inefficient and fruitless assets. As indicated by Plúa Plúa, et al.
(2017), it is of utmost importance that companies optimize asset management to generate an
appropriate profitability, seeking a balance between merchandise and storage. Hence, avoiding
debt levels that cannot be faced which might affect the financial structure of the company.

LIQUIDITY INDEX

SOLVENCY

MANAGEMENT

PROFITABILITY

Food
Farming

Clothing
Fuel

Construction

Hospital devices

Appliances

Machinery

Source: Done by the authors based on Superintendent of Companies(2018).

FIGURE 2
FINANCIAL INDICATORS AVERAGE PER SUB ACTIVITY
For the analysis of the Profitability indicators, the Profit Margin (4%) was reviewed. This
value represents the profit generated by the companies and it allows to know if they carry out an
efficient cost control. The Net Return on Asset ratio was also used, which results from
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multiplying the Profit Margin by the Turnover of the Assets; it was used to estimate the
economic income of the unit from the net sales made in combination with the estimate of the
volume of activity developed by the company (Gironella Masgrau, 2005). The total average of
this indicator is 5%, this value assumes that the organization makes adequate decision-making
and uses its resources efficiently, since with good company management, sales can be converted
into future profits.
Figure 2 highlights the companies that trade machinery, since their liquidity index of 3,16
is the highest compared to other companies of the sector, which means they do not have any
problem regarding their current obligations. Concerning the solvency index, low values were
found, but the lowest corresponds to the companies that buy and sell Machinery, with an average
of 46%, which means this type of trade does not depend on third parties.
In terms of Sales Turnover, the companies that are engaged in the fuel trade (5.13) are the
ones that lead the wholesale and retail trade group. The subgroup with a low result is related to
electrical appliances (1.29).
Finally, in terms of profitability analysis, the companies whose activity is the trade of
hospital devices appear with a better performance. Their profitability of 8% exceeds other
companies involved in other activities even though the rotation of inventories is less significant.
Altman Z-Score model
In the second part, the results of the Altman Z-score formula application are shown. The
Z-score will offer an optimal measure that will allow to assess the financial health of the
companies.
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
Farming

Food

Fuel

Construction

Hospital
Devices

Appliances

Average Altman Z

> 2,90 Safe Zone

Between 1,23 y 2,90 Ignorance Zone

< 1,23 Danger zone

Machinery

Clothing

Source: Done by the authors based on Superintendent of Companies(2018).

FIGURE 3
AVERAGE ALTMAN Z - SCORE PER SUBACTIVITY
In the Altman model five indicators were used (Table 1) which are X1=labor capital/total
assets. This result is related to liquidity and for Altman it is considered the most important
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(Aldazábal & Napán ). X2=retained earnings / total assets, it is the most representative factor, as
stated by Lizarzaburu (2014), since it is related to the profits that have been generated in
previous years for the company in order to increase assets and improve its stability and
profitability.X3=Profits before interest and taxes (PBIT) / total assets, is one of the most
important indicators, because this index refers to how productive and how profitable the total
assets owned by the company are. It does not consider the interest or taxes. X4=market value of
equity / Total Liabilities. After some studies, this ratio allowed Altman to consider the book
value of equity; this is because many companies which are not listed on the stock exchange.
With this value any type of company could be evaluated with the formula total equity among
total liabilities. This indicator is considered the least important, however, it is still important,
because it represents the obligations that the company keeps based on its equity. Finally,
X5=sales/total assets, the return on assets (ROA), takes into account sales in relation to total
assets and this provides us an insight into how much the assets generate sales to generate income
(León Valdés, 2002).
According to the results presented in Figure 3 that includes different indicators of the
Altman formula, there were identified companies that have a score above 2.90. These companies
are in the "safe zone" range; they have a low risk of bankruptcy, since they seem to have a good
financial performance. Among them are the fuel sector (5.86), machinery (3.98), food (3.90),
hospital devices (3.12) and construction (2.93). These sub-activities have higher values in the
ratios X4 (market value of equity / book value of total debt) and X5 (sales/ total assets), which
show they are working efficiently, since this sector has used its assets to generate profits. Also,
the ratios with the lowest values are X2 (retained earnings/total assets) and X3 (earnings before
interest and taxes/total assets). The indicator X2 (retained earnings/total assets) is low since these
businesses do not have a significant accumulated profit. A similar situation occurs with the ratio
X3(earnings before interest and taxes/total assets). It could be noticed that the pre-tax profits are
considerably low, these results could affect the efficiency of these companies in the future.
However, within the group of wholesale and retail trade companies, there are also
companies with ranges below 2.90; which means that they are in the so-called ignorance zone. It
is not possible to affirm that the results are totally convenient, but it is possible to notice a greater
attention in terms of improving its financial solidity. These companies belong to the subactivities agriculture (2.40), clothing (2.44) and household appliances (1.98). In this group, X1
(working capital / total assets) is identified as the lowest ratio. This means that they do not have
enough cash to meet their obligations. There are not companies in a danger zone.
CONCLUSIONS
The wholesale and retail trade companies are financially healthy as they have more assets
(Ps. 2,395,398.55) than liabilities (Ps. 1,407,238.81). That means they acquire debts to increase
their assets and they are responsible for the obligations generated in the short term. By
preserving an organized economic and financial structure, assets, liabilities, and equity fulfill the
function of achieving a balance between the sources of financing and the assets it owns. Thus,
providing useful and reliable information to identify risks and opportunities in a timely way,
which contributes to more agile decision making.
Regarding the results achieved from the financial ratios; the Current Liquidity ratio was
identified with a representative value of 2.31. This value suggests that commercial companies
can meet all their obligations if they are required to make an immediate payment. On the other
hand, the Acid Test index has a value of 1.29, implying that wholesale and retail trading
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companies do not have major bankruptcy problems, since for each dollar owed in the short term,
they have 0.29 cents to make their short-term payments, regardless of their inventories sales.
According to these indicators, a healthy financial situation relating to liquidity and solvency can
be identified in the short term.
The indicators of solvency, in particular the ratio of debt to assets, has experienced some
falls since the creditors own 66.5% while the shareholders or owners of the companies have only
33.5%. As it is related to the commercial area, it is not a good idea to work with other people's
money, since it would only be appropriate when the profits achieved are higher than the interest
that must be paid for the loan acquired.
Regarding the use of total assets, the ratio of sales rotation was analyzed and an average
of 1.96 was achieved. This result is positive for this type of company, since the rotation of assets
is very fast, which means that wholesale and retail trade companies in the province of Azuay do
not seem to keep inefficient assets.
As for the profit margin index, the value of 4% represents the profit generated by
commercial companies and allows to know the efficiency of their cost control. On the other
hand, the indicator of net asset profitability is used to measure how capable the asset is to
generate profits, 5% of profits were earned with sales. These results are positive for commercial
companies, since they have profits thanks to adequate decision making, that allows them to take
advantage of their resources efficiently.
Among the four indicators examined by activity, there are the wholesale and retail trade
companies, such as household appliances (0.97), building (0.95) and agriculture (0.63) that
report values less than 1 in the Acid Test ratio. The value suggests that these companies, without
the inventory, will not be able to meet their current obligations. In this analysis, we also found
companies that sell machinery with a value of 2.54. These companies have a large availability of
cash or goods and rights to meet their obligations to third parties without reliance on their
inventories.
The trade whose line of business is clothing, has a cost in inventories of $1'410,122.62
and keeps low sales margins (432. 923.14); this results in a low margin of profitability because
as it has very significant values in the inventory item, the cost of capital invested is high. This
causes companies to lose cash as mentioned by Brealey, Myers, and Allen (2010), from the
capital invested in the inventories no income is earned, since insurance and storage must be paid,
and it has risks such as obsolescence and losses. Therefore, it is essential to improve these
indicators because this will influence the possibilities of permanence, growth, and value
generation of the business.
It was also considered that household appliance companies should be aware of the risk
since their financial ratio of debt (76%) is very high in comparison to other companies and their
liquidity is low. In other words, these companies are in debt and the probability of meeting their
current financial obligations is low. The objective of this indicator is that the companies use their
debt to make new investments; so that the income becomes higher than the interest they must pay
and make a profit for the company. However, it seems that the electrical appliance companies are
indebted more than they can pay; this causes the companies not to have an adequate profitability
and end up in a possible bankruptcy.
According to the Altman Z-Score model, the main and most representative sub-activity is
the one of wholesale and retail trade companies engaged in the marketing of fuel (5.86),
followed by the machinery companies (3.98), food sector (3.90), hospital devices (3.12) and
construction (2.93). All these sub-activities have in common the highest value in the indicator X5
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(sales/total assets). This is one of the most distinctive indicators, because it shows the rotation
speed of the assets, that means the speed of the companies to generate sales. These companies
are in the so-called safe zone, meaning that the probability of bankruptcy is low.
The Altman Z-Score model should be considered as a tool of analysis and forecast within
the companies since this method helps to predict the probability of failure and to know the
financial situation of companies. In this paper, 102 companies engaged in wholesale and retail
trade in the province of Azuay were analyzed with the following results: 49% of the companies
are in a safe area; it seems that these companies will not have bankruptcy problems in the future.
43% of the companies are in the ignorance zone or gray zone. This is a significant percentage if
we consider that the indicator suggests high possibilities of suffering bankruptcy problems within
the next few years; therefore, it is convenient that these companies focus their studies on
improving their financial situation. Finally, it was found that 8% of the companies are in danger
zone, which means that the probability of bankruptcy soon is very high.
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